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 ABSTRACT 
 
Color directly influences the soul. Color is the keyboard, the eyes are the hammers, the Is the piano with 
many strings, and the artist is the hand that plays touching one key or mother purposively, to cause 
vibration in the soul 
."Anon with the process of creating spaces for the human being with spatial experience, irchitecture 
makes comfortable, meaningful and harmonious existence. A Built space is not inly a physical entity with 
heights, widths, proportions, details, finishes, texture, lighting jvels and color but it has lots of 
psychological features like moods, thoughts, emotional alues, feelings and sensations as well. When all 
the above mentioned aspects are f'xed, the nere alteration of coiors itself effects and alters the thoughts, 
emotions and behavior of the iuman beings within man made spates. 
